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§ 5. CHAIN COMPLEXES ASSOCIATED TO P 
We now prove a few lemmas which establish a relation between K 
and the chain map which realizes the Poincare duality of P. 
LEMMA 4: The equivariant intersection-product iz de$nes an equivariant 
isomorphism Q : Hi(F - p)n-t-l, P -P,-g) + H,-@‘,+ p’n+-# which maps 
b to (-l)GV. 
PROOF : This is really a matter of stating the (sign) conventions. 
Definitions of cup and cap-product are such as to make the following 
relations hold on the chain level : (x u y) n 01 =x n (y n 01) for any chain 
a, cochains x, y; ZP(x U y) = b*x u y + ( - l)% U b*y, where a = deg (x) ; 
(x, a) = E(X n a), where E denotes augmentation. 
From this follows that 
y n Ba=d(y n a)+(-l)ab*y n a, where a=deg (a)-deg (y)-1. 
In particular : if 01 is an n-cycle then n 01 is a chain map from C* equipped 
with (-l)%*: C n - t --f Cn-t+l t.o C equipped with o. The same holds when 
b* stands for the boundary operator in the long exact sequence of a triple; 
and the same holds for the Cech cap. 
Hence the Poincare-Lefschetz duality map 
n [P] : HTAi(P,+, Pa-t-l) -+ Hf(P-F’,-,-,, P-Pm-i) 
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makes 
correspond with 
b : H&’ - &.+I, P - i%-z) + H$-l(F - Pn-t, ii - &+I). 
Moreover the naturality of the cap-product, applied to the left action 
of y E G on P implies that n [P] is equivariant if y E G acts on HZ as y* 
and on Hn-2 as 7 *. Here y=w(y)y-1; we used that y+[P]=w(y)[P]. 
For any x E HF(P,+ Pm-r-1) the map Hn-t(Pn-6, Pn-t-1) + Z[G] which 
maps LX to CYEu (x, y-%)y is a module homomorphism. This leads to a 
map 
Hz-‘(Pn-,, P,-+I) + Hn-i(pn-i, ~t~+&l)~ 
which is an equivariant isomorphism and makes (- l)@* correspond with 
(- l)W. The composite with (n [PI)-1 is an equivariant isomorphism 
Q: H&&A-I, P -P,-6) + H,-i(Fn-f, Fn-c-r)’ which maps B to ( - l)%d. 
Making use of the relation (x, g) = (X n [P]) *LX between cap and inter- 
section product we see that Q is precisely Ad (A). 
DEFINITION: Prom now on C, will denote the chain complex such that 
Cg = H#t, pt-1) and i3 : C t -+ CT-1 is the boundary operator of the triple 
(fj,, -h-1, kz); f ur th ermore C* denotes the complex with 0-2 = (C,-t)d and 
6=(-l)ibd: Cn-2 + Cn-t+l. 
LEMMA 5: [IJ=Q(~*): (C,, b) + (C*, 6) is a chain equivalence. 
PROOF: As we have just seen, Q is an isomorphism between the obvious 
chain complex with chain groups Ht(P--P+-l, P-P,-0 and C+; e.g. 
Ht(F’, P-Pm-i) = coker (b : Hg+l(.F -.Pn-g-s, P -Pm+-1) + 
+ Hi(P-Pn-i-1, P-P,+,)) 
can be identified with coker (6: Cn-i-1 + 0-i) using e, and in fact the 
following diagrams correspond under Q: 
H&&~-I) -----, Hz@? ker 6 ---+ ker 8/im S 
I 
I 
and 
Hg(P-Pni-l,P-Pn-+) -+Hi(P,fj-Pn+) f-ji-l 
1 
--+ coker 6 
The diffeomorphism l: P + P has the property that &Pi) C P -pP,-r-r, 
hence defines a homomorphism H@‘g, pi-1) -+ Hf(P - fjn-l-t, P -P,-r) 
respecting o. Using Q we thus get a chain map 50: (C,, b) + (C*, 6). The 
fact that 6 is homotopic to the identity map implies that it induces the 
identity on Hi(P) and so an application of ,CJ tells us that 50 induces an 
isomorphism between H(C,, o) and H(C*, 6). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 6: There is an exact sequence 
@- @ C,,, -+ Cq-1 @ C, -+ K + 0. 
PROOF : According to lemma 5 the canonical map 
imB@C, ker B @ Cq 
(-Co, l)imbj(-co, l)kz= 
KlP -h-d 0 &A h-1) = K 
( - L5*> wq(~‘,) 
is an isomorphism ; and in particular (2-1 @ Cq maps onto K. Diagram 
chasing now yields an exact sequence 
0 + ker a B 
a kerdOCq+l-.b-2.Cq-10Cq~Kjo 
where a(x) = ( - [ox, x) and b(x, y) = ( --x-&y, dy). 
Lemma 5 now allows us to replace ker o by im o and ker 6 by im 6. 
Q.E.D. 
This invites us to make the following definition: 
DEFINITION : The chain complex (E, a~) is given by the formulas 
Ei=Cn-r-l @ ci, aE(x,y)=(-Bx-50y,by); 
the cokernel of i3$$‘: EZ+I -+ Ea we denote by Kg. 
This chaincomplex is acyclic according to lemma 5; hence Kg is iso- 
morphic to im bi= ker a%’ and thus has a resolution 
by free modules; hence Kg is stably free. On the other hand lemma 6 
identifies K with Kq. 
In order to identify ~(5-1)~ we introduce the following notation. If o 
is a homomorphism between modules 8 and Vd, the dual c& is one between 
Vdd and Xd; if V is finitely generated projective we can use the isomorphism 
*: V -+ Vdd to identify this with a homomorphism o* between V and 8”. 
Given a map between a chain module 8, and a cochain module Vq we 
define Tw to be (- l)a@co*. 
Now for x E Ca, YE C, we get 
-- 
(e(E-l)*Y)(x)=~b((~-l)*y, 4=qy, [*x1=(- 1pqt*x, y)= 
= (- lP(e~,x)(y) = (- l)“Q(sox)(y) = (- 1piq504 
= (- W”(~‘@)(X) = ( - l)“q(Gy)(4 = ((TCo)y)(x) 
which means that @(t-i),= T[o. Hence, if we define 51 by the formula 
51c=ex(P, 11 ) x c we have the identity S& + &a = &, - Tco. 
In order to compare our & with the C& of Ranicki [RI, we consider 
the chain complex ‘C associated with the dual cell decomposition of P. 
Then an isomorphism WC): ‘Ci + C,-6 exists, defined by the formula 
I(w(y), x)=y(x) for y E ‘0, x E ‘Ct; it is a chain map (‘C*, 6) -+ (C,, b). 
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The associated map Tee, satisfies il((Tco)y, x) = y(x) for y E Cg, x E Ct and 
is also a chain map. 
Now if & : C,i 3 0-s is defined in such a way that 
KS + ( - l )S-w + ( - I)"( 58-l - 5x-l) = 0 
and if q&s: ‘Ci -+ ‘Cm-~+s is defined by the formula q&s= ( - l)(+~)s(T~)~,co, 
then we get the relation of [RI: 
a& + ( - 1)“~l&S + ( - l)““-1(&l+ ( - l)G!&) = 0. 
3 6. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SESQUILINEAR FORM ON K 
The results of the last section are sufficient to prove: 
THEOREM 3: There is a sesquilinear form on K which is determined by 
the fact that the induced form CT on Hg+l(p -pg+ p-P,& @ Hq(pq, Pgml) 
is given by the formula 
4(x, YL (x’, Y’))=Q/, ax’)+~(ax+(~--l)*y+BX*([O, 11 x y), y’). 
PROOF : We construct a form on Kg. 
We start by identifying En-#-l = (E,+# with CZ @ @-i-l; under this 
identification b$: Es-t-1 + En--i is given by the formula 
a@, y) = (( - l)i-G3x, Wy - &). 
We want to construct a chain transformation 25’: (E, b,) --f (E*, b$) 
such that 
22(x, y) = (oliy, &x+ y&y) for x E @+-I, y E (7%; 
here 01, p, y are signs. 
Since 
and 
ai qx, y) = (( - lp-~amy, - Gary + aq3tx+ B+451y) 
z:bE(? Y) = (Ocz-l&% ,&l( - l)za~~--P,-l~oy+~~-l~lby) 
this works provided 
and 
as = ( - i)n-b-l, pa = ( - 1)tpi-1 
pdo - yt-lcla - thi + wydl = 0. 
But - &I + Lb + ( - 1)2(n-i)5~+ ( - l)~+W& = 0 so we must choose 
I/a =pz = ( - l)Mz+l)po 
and 
oci= ( _ l)~h4+~iW-1)~o= ( - 1)8n(n-l)+f(n-c)(n-l-1)Bo; 
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in particular CX~ =/?i = yr if n = 2q. Thus 
G qx, y) = &q(( - 1)%3y, - 5;y+ bee+ W,y) E Eq for (cc, y) E E,. 
Dualising the exact sequence E,+I + E,-+ Kg -+ 0 yields an exact 
sequence 0 --f Ki + Eq -+ En+1 since Kq is finitely generated projective. 
The map a”, EC= ,L?~!J x: E, -+ Eq vanishes on im & and maps into ker 8$, 
hence factorizes uniquely over a map G: K, -+ K,d. Since L’: Ei -+ En-l-1 
is isomorphic for all i an application of the five lemma on the following 
diagram tells us that B is isomorphic 
O--+Kp-----t 
I bE I 
G-1 TE-+ Eq-2 
I 
In other words b$Z: defines a sesquilinear form on E, which induces a 
nonsingular one on its quotient Kq, denoted by (T. 
For X, x’ E Cq-1 and y, y’ E C, we get 
%4(X, Y), (X’> Y’)) =44x, Y))W, y’) = 
= (( - l)@/, - Gy + wx + W&7/)(X’, y’) = 
= (- WGm- GY)(Y’) + t~d4ty’) + (W1yNy’). 
With the aid of e this defines a form 0 on 
Hq+l(P -Pq-2, P -Pq-1) 0 Hq(Pq, Pq-1) 
such that 
%74(X> Y), (x’, Y’)) = (- l)qte~‘)t~Y) - Gy)(y’) + @“ex)(y’) + 
+ (bd51Y) (Y’) * 
We can rewrite the terms as follows 
a) ( - l)Qd)(by) = ( - l)qA(x’, by) = - 3i(bx’, y) = ( - l)q+lA(y, kc’) 
b) ( - Gy)(y’) = - G%)(Y’) = -!&COY’) = 
= -(COY’)(Y) = --m’)(y)= 
= - W*y’, y) = t - l)p-+wy, C*y’) 
= (- l)q+ln((F)*y, y’). 
c) (bd&(y’) = (p)(by’) =qx, by’) = (- l)wt(bX, y’) 
4 (~d51Y)tY’) = (5l?md) =G*wx 11 x Y), @I’) 
=(- l)q+ljl(h*([o, 11x $4, y'). 
We thus fix CQ to be (- l)P+l. Q.E.D. 
§ 7. THE REPRESENTATION OF Kq+&V) BY IMMERSIONS 
In section 4 we have seen that K,+k(N) is generated by elements of the 
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form y~(oc x Sk x 0) where c E Hp+r(p -8, P- $), or &(d x Sk x 0) where 
d E H&i, 0). In this section we show how to represent these classes by 
framed immersions of (q+k)-spheres in a way given by the normal data. 
An element c E H4+1(P--fl, P-4) can be represented by a framed 
immersion c : D@+l + P-s” such that e = bc maps Sq into P - 0. 
LEMNA 7: The framing of yj(e x id x w): 29 x Sk --f fl got by composing 
%: (p-0) x B -+ 8 with the framed immersolzs e : Sq x D@ -+ P - 0 and 
gj: Sk x Dk --f i@ is in accordance with the normal data. 
PROOF : In step 1 we show that we may use Sq x Sk instead of Sq+k 
to measure intersections; in step 2 we check the framing. 
Step 1: We consider the map !&(e x id x w) : Sq x Sk --+ 8. The image 
in P x k of this map factorizes over P x B C p; but in P x .i@ it is 
homotopic to e x gj; furthermore e is nullhomotopic in P and fqj is so 
in x; hence the afore-mentioned image in P x 2 is nullhomotopic. Now 
if z E Sq is some fixed basepoint the same is true for the restriction to 
xx Sk. Since the map fl -+ P x 2 is highly-connected there exists a null- 
homotopy of F.(e x id x w) : x x Sk -+ iV whose image in P x 2 is the afore- 
mentioned nullhomotopy. All this means that p.(e xid x w) can be ex- 
tended to a map Sq x Sk v z x Dk+l+# whose image in P x 2 is null- 
homotopic. 
Let d be a little disc around z in Sq and consider Y = X4 x Sk x [0, l] V 
V d x Dk+l which is a (q+k + I)-manifold with boundary consisting of 
Sq x Sk and S@+k. Using a homotopy-equivalence with the situation de- 
scribed above we conclude that there exists a map Y -+ N whose image 
in Pxx is nullhomotopic in such a way that this situation extends 
!&(e x id x w) and its nullhomotopy in E xx. This yields a commutative 
diagram of maps 
Y 4-m 
I I 4 
cone on Y+PxX 
Furthermore the tangent bundle T Y has a canonical framing extending 
the well-known stable ones of T(Sq+k) and T(Sq x Sk). Hence, the above 
diagram determines a regular homotopy class of immersions Y -+ iV in 
the way of theorem 1.1 of [Wl]. By restriction to the boundary part 
Sq+k one gets a framed immersion of it, and the framing is determined 
by the normal data in the way of the above-mentioned theorem 1.1. 
We may assume that the immersed Y intersect each other and themselves 
regularly i.e. along arcs ending on the boundary; this implies that both 
boundary parts have the same intersection behaviour and in particular 
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determine the same quadratic form. Therefore we may use the .Sg x Sk 
boundary part to determine the quadratic form. 
Step 2: The restriction of the above diagram to the Sq x Sk boundary 
part yields : 
sq x Sk -+PxilZ-imQCC 
I 
ul, 
I 
4 4 
Cone on SqxSk--+PxX 
It is more convenient to work with the inclusion of Sq x Sk in D@+l x Dk+l 
instead of the inclusion of Sq x Sk in its cone. The map on Dq+l x Dk+l 
is then c x 3, where i& is the nullhomotopy of gi in X. Furthermore, we 
note that everything takes place in P x i@, and there ‘!&(e x id x w) is 
isotopic to e x gj( , 0). 
Hence the framing is determined by the diagram 
sq x Sk 
I 
Dq+l x D”+l 
In order to show that the framing of (e x gj( , O))*T(p x 2) determined 
by this diagram is equal to the product of the framing of e*Tfj orginating 
from c*Tp and the framing of gi( , O)*T% determined by the normal data 
for f, we must show that the sum with the framing of 
(e x a( , W*(l x f)*W x 4 
originating from c*vP x hrv equals (e x gj( , O))* applied to the trivial 
framing of Tp @ VP and the framing P of T&f @ f%. 
Well then, this equality is the sum of the one determining the framing 
of gj( , O)*Tii? and the one which says that the framing of e*Tp @ e*vP 
originating from the bundle c*Tp @ c+vp over the disc is precisely e* 
applied to the trivial framing of T$’ @ VP. Q.E.D. 
An element a E If,@, 0) can be represented by an immersion cl : Da -+ ii: 
such that ad maps Sq-1 into g. 
LEMMA 8: The framed immersion ai(d x id x 0) : DP x Sk -+ 8’ got by 
composing si with the framed immersions d : Dq x Da -+ l?i and gj : Sk x Dk -+ i@ 
is the restriction of a framed immersion Sq+k -+ 8 in accordance with the 
normal data, and has no further selfintersections. 
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PROOB : The image of d @ ej under the original map 
w : Hq(R”, ‘i?, 8 K&W + J&+&V) 
is represented by the map v : S@+k -+ 3 which is the union of &(d x id x w) : 
D@ x Sk --f $0 and d x id x w : Sq-1 x Dk+l + 4 x Ok+1 x Sk-1 C i.Vl (where NO 
denotes P x M-im D and Ni = N - NO), together with a nullhomotopy of 
v in p x L!?, as is summarized in the diagram: 
Dq x S” u Sq-1 x Dk+l - m=iviJ u $1 
I V I 
I d x hj I 
Da x Dk+l > PXX 
One can write down an explicit formula for a framing of v which is as 
stated on the first summand; to check wether it is the right one it is 
sufficient to check the framed immersion which one gets by composing 
with the collar N x (0, 1) C W. 
Secondly one notes that W x (- 2, 2) is constructed from P x M x 
x [0, l] x (- 2, 2) by attaching $ s DF+’ x Ok(+) x (- 2, 2) according to the 
map a x Sk x Dk($) x ( - 2, 2) --f P x M x (- 2, 2) which maps (y, X, v, e) to 
(t,+)y, gj(x, v), Q); this embedding is isotopic to the one mapping (y, x, v, Q) 
to (y, g3(x, v), &Q+%(X)). The last one is defined for all y E P; thus we 
get an embedding W x (- 2, 2) C P x T where 
T=Mx[O,l]x(-2,2)uDk+1(2)xDk(i)x(-2,2) 
identifying (ZX, v, Q) with (gj(x, v), 2-r, &Q -i-x(x)) for z E [l, 2], x ESQ. 
Furthermore the normal map extends to P x T so we can test things 
there. But the corresponding immersed sphere lies in the disc formed 
by d and the second term of T as described above. In fact it is immersed 
there in a standard way i.e. extendible to an immersion of Dk+q+l; that 
is just what the normal data prescribe. Q.E.D. 
$ 8. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF 
By subdividing the triangulation of P if necessary we can make certain 
that K = K, is free; we choose a base fl . . . fp of K. Any fi can be seen 
as the image of {ai) + {bi) where {a~} E Hq+l(P -8, P - 0) and (bi) E Hq(a, 0). 
To be more precise we denote by 
L: the map Hq+l(p--g:, p-0) @ Kk(M) -+ K,+fi(N) 
cr): the uncorrected map Hq(X!, Q”) @ Kk(M) -+ K,+,(N) 
a’: the corrected map HP@:, &) @ Kk(M) + K,+&(N). 
Then there is a basis of K,+k(N) consisting of the elements corresponding 
to the ft 63 ej; i.e. the elements 
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L(@} 63 ej) + w’( {bt} 63 ej) = L( {at} @ q-i- Cs (E1~)js{ct} 63 es) +
+~~({bi) 63q), 
where (ci} denotes x*([O, l] x {bi)). 
We must represent these basis elements by immersions consistent with 
the normal data, define an ordering for the intersection pairs, and count 
the intersections. 
First we construct the immersions. We have denoted the i-skeleton 
of the triangulation by Pt ; similarly we denote the i-skeleton of the 
dual linear cell complex by iP. Since a+lP CT P4-2 =B we may assume 
that S was chosen such that *+lP n S= 8; similarly there must be a 
small regular neighbourhood 2 of ,P such that Z n Q=m. Furthermore 
we write &I for P -pP. 
Now we consider a disc a obtained from a (q+ 1) cell of ,+,P by deleting 
a small collar along the boundary which is contained in Z. Then a C 01 -S 
and oa C 2 C P -Q hence (a, &z) C (01 -S, &I - 0). By homotopy equiva- 
lence it follows that the corresponding element of H,+I(@ -fl, @-o) is 
spherical if Q’ is some regular neighbourhood of Pg-l containing Q ; we 
may assume that $’ n 50 = 8. So we can represent this element by a 
smoothly embedded disc a C Q’ -S such that Ba C Q’ - Q meets P, trans- 
versally. 
The element (at> E H,+l(P-8, p-0) which is a combination of such 
cells can, thus, be represented by joining such embedded disc using 
suitable ribbons inside Q’ - Q. This is possible since the inclusions Q’ - Q C 
C $’ - P,l C Q’ C P induce isomorphisms on nl. The same goes for the 
{co. We have shown that Eai n at’ = tai n ci, = EC,: n at< = fi. 
The element {bt) E H,(a, Q”) is a sum of q-simplices of P,. Therefore we 
consider the discs obtained from these simplices by deleting collars along 
the boundaries contained in Q; we then join them by suitable ribbons 
inside $--p’,-r. Since bi looks like these simplices outside Q it meets 
Bai,, act< or Ebij transversally. 
The foregoing discussion combined with the theory of the last section 
tells us how to construct the immersions. To define an ordering for the 
intersection pairs we can restrict our attention to the individual terms 
in the formula for et @ fj; we define the ordering with the aid of a real 
valued function, like our former it. For the ai and bi term, where the 
immersed manifold is Sq x Sk resp. 04 x Sk we define this function by 
projecting to Sk and using x; for the ct term we use 1c-- 2. 
We are going to count the intersections between 
d(Q) C3 ej + x8 (Fl~)js{ci) 63 es) + c&(b) 0 ej) 
and 
~({e} @ ejc + 2, (Fl@j&t,> @ es,) +Cc)((bt,} 8 q). 
1) Since tag n y-rag, = $?I there is no intersection between pf(oai x Sk x 0) 
and (y x 0)-1~&3a~, x Sk x 0) and hence no contribution from ~({at> @ ej) 
and ~((u~,} @ es,); the same is true for the other L terms. 
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2) In order to intersect yj(bai x Sk x 0) with (13 x r)-l~&(bi* x Xk x 0) we 
have to solve gj(x, 0) = y-lgi(x’, 0), z(x) <x(x’) and &-+,y = W$+~y’ i.e. 
y =&ly’; so we get a contribution (- l)W(8at, by) @I y(ej, ej,) from the 
terms L((cA~) @ ej) and cu({b~~j @ eje). Similarly we get a contribution 
(- I)%(& Bat>) @ y(ej, ejf) from IX(@) @ ej) and L({ag,) 8 ei). 
3) The terms c({cti) @ es) and ~({bt*) @I ej*) lead to a similar equation, 
but with X(X) - 2 <x(x’), which is universally true ; this yields a contribution 
(- l)“qcL, b) 63 n( es, ejt). The terms ~({bi} @ ei) and I((c~J) @I e,) lead to 
the impossible formula X(X) <x(x’) - 2 and give no contribution. Since 
A(z8 (j-l+)~se~, ej*) = y(ej, ej,), the full contribution from the correction term 
is (- l)Wt(c~, bi#) 8 y(ej, ejt). 
4) In order to intersect +@(bd ~8”) with (13 x y)-l.@(bst x/5@) we have 
to solve sj(x, 0) = y-igj(x’, 0), x(x) <x(x’) and &+)y = W&~,~)y, i.e. y = 5~‘; 
so we get a contribution (- l)W(E-lbt, by) @ y(ej, ejt) from co(bi 8 ej) and 
co(bt, C3 ejs). 
Comparing the above result with that at the end of $ 6 we see that the 
total intersection is o((at, ba), (a$!, bat)) @ y(g, ej<) up to a factor (- l)k@. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
$ 9. SOME REMARKS AND AN EXAMPLE 
LEMMA 9: The form o is almost (- l)p symmetric in the sense that it 
satisjies 8 = ( - l)qo( 1 + r), where r is n&potent. 
PROOF : From the defining formula 
Z(x, y) = (my, /?tx + /Miy) for x E Cn-2-1, y E CZ 
it follows that 
Z” (x, y) = (pn-i-1% an-i-1X + /%-,-l&I) 
= ( - l)*n(n-l)(w/, ,&x + /W%)y), 
where 
(T&)y = ( - 1)3W+l)[:y. 
Thus Pi,Z’* = (- l)+“@-I)(1 +r) where r(x, y) = ((T&)y- [ly, 0), hence 
+= 0. l?or n = 2q this implies that 0 is indeed almost ( - l)q symmetric. 
Q.E.D. 
Let us look at the algebraic properties of such an almost ( - l)q symmetric 
form G’. 
THEOREM 4: Tensor product with an almost (- l)Q symmetric form 
induces a well-dejined map L&B) -+ L2k+sq(A @ B). 
PROOF : If y is a nonsingular quadratic form with symmetrisation 
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I = y + ( - l)ky* then c @ y has symmetrisation 
(T @ y+(-1p+w* 64 y”=o @ (y+(-l)ky,*)+ 
+(-l)k((-lpu*-G) @ y*=a @ A+(-l)% @I y”= 
= ((I. @I a)( 1+ ( - 1p @ Fy”), 
which is invertible, hence c 631 y is nonsingular. 
In the following computation we restrict ourselves to the case rz= 0; 
then (G+ ar)r=or and 
l-r=(l+r)-I=((-1) PC&*)-l z7.r 0-y ( - l)qa( &y-l)J = 
= 0-y 1 + ?)cf = 1 + fT+*o, 
hence r*ar = - or2 = 0. 
For any +, CJ 63 y is isomorphic to 
(1 -r $3 a-+b)“(o ‘8 y)(l --r C3 n-y)= 
= d 63 y - CTr @ ya-14 - r*cT @ (a-l$)*y 
which is equivalent to 
which is equivalent to 0 ~$3 (y ++- (- l)k~$*). 
Furthermore (1 8 +)*(G 63 y)(l @ $)=o 8 #*y$, and c ~3 preserves 
isotropic subspaces. Q.E.D. 
Now we discuss another interpretation of (K, CT). The map H,(B, 0) -+ 
+ H# - E-If& 0) induced by inclusion and the map H,(P-g) -+ 
-+ H#-f-l&“, Q”) * d m uced by t-1 agree on H,(R”) hence yield a map 
K -+ H,#--6$?, 0). The following diagram commutes and has exact 
rows. 
o --+ Hg+@) -+ Hg+& p-0) -K- Hq@? 6% + 0 I I 
J 
1 
+ H&;-10, $) -+ H#, 0) -+ 0 
An application of the five lemma tells us that K s H4(p--E-lo, a). 
On the one hand there exists an intersection-pairing between 
and 
H,# - 0, f-l@ = H,(P - f-l& - 0, BE-l@. 
On the other hand there exists a map 
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which maps the chain c to the chain EC--(CO, l] x bc), since x([O, 11 x g) C 
C P- $. Together this defines a form on H,(P -E-lo, 0). If we pull this 
form back to Hg+l(P-#, p-0) @ H&, Q”) then we get precisely the 
formula at the end of 3 6. Hence the above construction describes (r. 
We conclude this paper with an application of the foregoing theory. 
EXAMPLE: We take H= (1, t> and we = - 1. 
The map &k(B) -+ L2k+eq(B[H]) induced by multiplication with real 
projective Zq space is precisely tensoring with tg. 
PROOF: This P has a cellular triangulation with one cell in each 
dimension G 2q; hence Ct is a free Z[H] module of rank one for 0 Q i Q 2q; 
thus Ei is free of rank two if O<i Q 2q- 1 resp. one if i= - 1 or 2q. So 
we deduce inductively from the existence of an exact sequence 0 + Kt+l-+ 
+ Eg + Kg + 0 that Kg is stably free of rank one for 1 gi Q 2q, hence 
free; KO = E-1 is rank one since K-1 C E-2 = 0. But any almost (- 1)Q sym- 
metric form 0 on a free module on one generator e is of the form o(e, e) = f 1 
resp. & t if q is even resp. odd, where t is the generator of H. Both choices 
of the sign are equivalent since o(te, te) = to(e, e)t= - a(e, e). Q.E.D. 
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